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E is always harmful. Figure shows exports and imports as a percentage of national income in the U. Answer:
Yes. E exported exclusively to the U. D the risk of exchange rate fluctuations. C a balanced balance of
payments. International Finance 9. C economic theory developed by David Hume demonstrated that real
exchange rates remain fixed over time. A does not, the level of complexity of international issues is unique B
does not, the interactions associated with international economic relations is highly mathematical C does not,
international economics takes a different perspective on economic issues D does not, international economic
policy requires cooperation with other countries E does, the motives and behavior of individuals are the same
in international trade as they are in domestic transactions Answer: E Page Ref: 3 Difficulty: Easy Question
Status: New AACSB Codes: Dynamics of the Global Economy 10 Because the Constitution forbids restraints
on interstate trade, A the U. B removing barriers to international trade. D an unbalanced balance of payments.
C a world government that can harmonize trade and monetary policies D a counter-cyclical monetary policy
so that all countries will not be adversely affected by a financial crisis in one country. C Trade theory has
nothing to say about this issue. C before  B is empirically intractable. Answer: C Page Ref: 2 Difficulty: Easy
Question Status: New 5 An important insight of international trade theory is that when countries exchange
goods and services one with the other it A is always beneficial to both countries. B must raise the economic
welfare of everyone in every country engaged in trade. C is not considered important for government foreign
trade policy since such decisions are made in the private competitive market. E Lerner and Samuelson. E trade
is likely to have no effect on either country. The heavy lifting of extracting the most important information
from your textbook and compiling it into a downloadable test bank has been done for you. C is never harmful.
D will always help "winners" by an amount exceeding the losses of "losers. B by the International Monetary
Fund. C developments caused by purely monetary changes have no real effects. C limited to all goods but not
services. D is sometimes harmful. E in order to fix currencies in terms of the U. The Theory of Tariffs and
Quotas 7. Details The date of your exam is fast approaching and devising a plan to review all the information
in your textbook is a daunting task. B Flood and hurricane crisis risk. Introduction and Institutions 1. B before 
Natural resources explain why Saudi Arabia exports oil. China and India in the World Economy. C the U. E
the U. Answer: This question is meant to allow students to offer preliminary discussions of issues, which will
be explored in depth later in the book. Spend your time more efficiently by focusing on any weaknesses and
you will soon be an expert across the board. D are the only theories that actually relevant to modern
international economy.


